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Summary
The World Health Organization's World Mental Health Report is a call for action and reminds all of the huge personal and societal impact of mental illnesses. Significant effort is required to engage, inform and motivate policymakers to act. We must develop more effective, context-sensitive and structurally competent care models.
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Basic problems that need to be solved

The WHO World Mental Health Report, which was published in 2001 and has led many countries to establish national policies and programmes on mental health and to adopt international action plans to improve mental health. The 2001 report showed the importance of mental health for patients, their families and societies and gave a strong global framework for action on mental health, stimulating countries to further develop treatment and prevention services, establish national policies and strengthen research. Although a lot has happened since then, many of the basic problems have not been adequately addressed. The 2022 report describes these issues, as well as areas of action that have not been tackled, but must be if progress is to be made (see below).

An important and neglected fact is that the greatest disease burden is concentrated in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). By far the majority of people worldwide with mental disorders live in LMICs. For example, there are more people with depression in India than the total population of Spain. These countries, however, also have fewer resources to invest in mental healthcare, and materially invest less if mental health is not understood to be a health and societal priority; indeed, investment would strengthen the economies of these countries.

An important aspect of the further development of mental health services is to move away from large institutions and instead work on the development of community services in which people can stay in their own environment. Building on what is already available in the community is better than trying to build new community services that are unlinked and not aligned with the existing services.

It is not only a lack of resources that limits access to evidence-based treatments. Stigma is another major problem that limits progress. People with mental disorders are often assumed to be lazy, weak, unintelligent, difficult and sometimes violent and dangerous. In many communities mental disorders are not considered as health issues, but as a weakness of character, a punishment for immoral behaviour or the result of illicit drug taking or supernatural forces. Reduction of stigma and campaigns to increase mental health literacy are important prerequisites to further improve mental healthcare across the world.

Unfortunately, mental disorders are associated with inequalities in several ways. Not only are structural factors such as unemployment and poverty associated with higher risks for developing mental disorders: the same groups in societies suffering most from such structural factors are also the ones who have less access to support, advocacy and effective care. Those most in need are least likely to receive care, captured in the concept of the 'inverse care law'. And when those most in need do get support, the outcomes are often poorer if the interventions are not tailored to their complex lives and situations. Improvement in
mental healthcare is therefore inherently associated with reduction of inequalities and poverty across and within nations. Thus, the WHO report emphasises social determinants, as well as wider public health literacy and health promotion, and persuading decision makers and those in positions of influence that mental health is a priority for society and for health, health being an essential pathway to wealth that matters at times of adversity and in poverty.

Priorities for change

The 2022 World Mental Health Report reminds us of these essential priorities to reduce the disease burden of mental disorders in the coming decades. It also tells us how to move forward, building on the successes of the past 20 years. Important requirements for change include strengthening the political will to invest in mental healthcare and to mobilise the necessary finances with some urgency. The situation has certainly changed for the better in the past 20 years, but we are not there yet. These resources need to be invested not only in making mental healthcare available for those in need, but also in a specialised workforce that is trained to deliver evidence-based treatments, strengthen the skills of general medical staff, equip informal caregivers and optimise competencies for self-care. It is also very important to develop and implement treatments that are simple, low cost and less resource intensive than traditional treatments that have mostly been developed in high-income countries. Ensuring attention to social determinants and cultural contexts is not easy and needs skills, capabilities and coherent systems of care delivery.

The development of better mental healthcare is certainly an essential element in reducing the disease burden of mental disorders, especially in LMICs where mental healthcare is sparse or still concentrated in large psychiatric institutions. The optimal strategy is the development of community mental health services and integration of mental healthcare with general medical health services and with community services outside the health sector. For example, public health approaches include capacity for early intervention in schools, and appropriate workforce policies to protect and promote mental health in the workplace.

Unfortunately, current treatments only reduce the disease burden of mental disorders to a certain extent. Of course, we must develop more effective care and therapeutic interventions, but it is also important to focus more on mental health promotion and illness prevention. With 700 000 people dying because of suicide, prevention is certainly one of the most important goals. However, many mental health problems start in childhood and adolescence. Investment must also target parenting and school-based programmes, which are shown to be cost-effective.

Given the COVID-19 pandemic and documented greater rates of mental illnesses, rising poverty and social isolation, and vulnerability of those living in precarity, it is clear that any future plans will need to be resilient. Those living in LMICs are most affected, and inequalities in LMICs affect the whole world. The pandemic has demonstrated that clearly. We need actions that factor in such crises, given we are facing climate change, natural disasters and conflict-related burdens, not to mention recession. The World Psychiatric Association is acting on all these fronts too, aligning closely with the WHO report’s ambitions, an example of allyship to achieve significant advances in the mental health of global populations.

A call for action

The 2022 World Mental Health Report is a call for action, a line in the sand, reminding us of the incredible costs and suffering from poor mental health around the world. It not only gives a comprehensive overview of the epidemiology, disease burden and care demand, it also presents myriad exemplary projects from around the world, showing successful models of intervention to improve mental health in communities. It gives guidelines on how to increase political support and raise financial resources and how to develop seamless prevention, mental health promotion and treatment services. The report does have some weaknesses. For example, it lacks a clear analysis of why the basic problems that were noted in the previous report have not been not adequately addressed, and evidence for the effectiveness of some interventions could have been presented more clearly. However, despite these limitations, it is an important resource for policymakers, but also for clinicians and researchers working in LMICs and global mental health. The report is broad and comprehensive, but presents the needed actions in a positive and constructive way, although the success of the report in terms of changing mental health will depend very much on worldwide and national challenges inside and outside the health sector that can only be solved in the political arena.

As clinicians and researchers we should invest more in developing methods and tools to help with deinstitutionalisation and build community services. We should develop evidence-based digital tools and self-help treatments that can be easily adapted to a local context and invest more in the development of task-sharing interventions and training packages to teach nurses and lay health councillors to use such interventions.

We commend the report and urge policymakers, politicians, clinicians, researchers and community partnerships to galvanise their collective national and international efforts. We all must act to assure progress over the next 5, 10 and 20 years.
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"In a work of psychiatry, only the patients’ remarks interest me" (E. M. Cioran, The Trouble with Being Born, 1973)

We’re often monitored. ‘Watch and wait’. This is like playing Titanic on repeat and expecting the berg to move.

They need proof of impact, so they wait, even though death’s slide, like a sheet of black ice, is often not seen.

It’s deranged – measuring the mind by our vital signs. Some scrawl S O S, in bone or ash, but only numbers carry.

We were left to drown. And this jagged label, hung like a necklace of teeth, snags in my brain.

Take ‘without appetite’, from the Greek, string with ‘nervous’ (Latin), seal with the sure shellac of authority and you ossify a distraction. Return to origins: hunger strikes in the threatened spirit.

Tell me the Greek for ‘loss of agency’, the Latin for ‘a starved soul’. A term should touch the truth.

Consumption was recast as TB, not left in the nineteenth century to gather bone-webs of myth.

If more men had been dissolved by this force, would doctors care more about precision?

The name fits like a corset. Miss A, Miss B and the unnamed case would have coined it from the inside, though I know this captor gags. And even when aired, the patient’s word is rarely heard.

Note: The term anorexia nervosa, a misnomer, was coined by Sir William Gull in 1873. Miss A, Miss B and the unnamed case were his first recorded case studies.

This poem was commended in the Troubadour International Poetry Prize 2022.
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